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Abstract— Earth battery and Microbial fuel cell are the renewable power sources which can be utilise for smart and growing
cities with less pollution effects. Microbial fuel cells (MFCs) can give the electric current and hydrogen as product of
bacterial metabolism from organic waste under anaerobic conditions. Enormous supply of bacteria-soil nearly every place on
Earth, microbial fuel cells has potential to give renewable electricity nearly anywhere round the globe and earth battery is an
erstwhile concept designed to generate electricity by using to dissimilar electrode buried I the ground it can produce low
voltage and current for a finite interval of time. this is the reason lots of research has swift in this field now days. It has been
known for many years that by breaking down organic substrates with the help of bacteria the generation of electricity are
possible. The recent energy limitations and hazards have rested interests in MFCs among researchers as to produce electric
power or hydrogen gas form organic waste without affecting the ecosystem. The MFCs has a potential to give clean energy
without emission of carbon. The MFCs can become very powerful tool for municipal ,industrial, agriculture and domestic
waste management because of generation of electricity while consume and break down environmental pollutants in order to
built green ecosystem. Although being very promising source of eco energy the amount of energy is low at present so its uses
are limited. Present paper is for discuss the opportunity to use MFCs and Earth batteries as sustainable source of electric
energy by understand its working phenomenon, application and limitation. This paper is also gives the idea to use these
sources to generate electricity in houses, industries and municipal corporation by using small and bigger flowerpot, garden or
farms. This method also can be used in organic dump yard and houses wastage yards.
Key words: Bio hydrogen, Electricity generation, Microbial fuel cells (MFCs), Renewable energy technology, Wastewater
treatment, Earth battery
I. INTRODUCTION
As it all known that due to present energy source crisis new and alternative renewable source is required for better future. In
the view of global energy crisis to be caused by natural end of oil and gas within next 50 to 60 years time, it has become very
important to look for alternative energy sources. Many kind of different research is conducted for different renewable
resources, but it seems that any one solution cannot replace for all. It should be collection of solutions which has to be less
carbon emmisive, simple and does not have hazardous effect on human kind and nature. Discovery that bacteria can be used
to produce electricity from waste and renewable biomass has gained much attention. Recently the increased interest in
microbial fuel cell (MFC) technology was highlighted by the naming of Geobacter sulfurreducens KN400, a bacterial
strain capable of high current production, as one of the top 50 most important inventions for 2009 by Time Magazine.
The discovery that microbial metabolism could provide energy in the form of an electrical current has lead to an
increasing interest and a dramatic raise in the number of publications in the field of MFC research. These systems are very
adaptable and hold much promise to provide energy in a sustainable fashion but major improvements are required if
widespread applications will be feasible. This review article will examine MFC’s currently in use, potential future
applications and the limitations to implementing those applications. We suggest methods for improving the current output of
a MFC. We also examine earth battery and its voltage change with respect of time. This review will hopefully highlight some
of the potential of and limitations to MFC technology implementation.
II. MICROBIAL FUEL CELLS
Microbial fuel cell is a typical cell which converts chemical energy into electrical energy. It can be in one single unit or can
be divided into chamber containing the anode and cathode, respectively. This chamber is separated by a membrane which
allows proton exchange. The microbes present in chamber with full of soil or favourable substrate which is anaerobically
consumed and degraded to release electron. These electrons flow to anode and then to cathode via external circuit. Soil acts as
membrane which allows electively passes through the charge.
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Fig. 1: Microbial Fuel Cell experimental setup

Fig. 2: Circuit digrame of microbial fuel cell
Microbial fuel cell A MFC divided into two chambers those are anodic and cathodic chamber containing the anode
and cathode. These chambers are separated by a proton exchange membrane. The microbes present in the anodic chamber are
provided with a organic substrate which is degraded in the absence of oxygen to release electrons which are transported from
the anode to the cathode via external circuit. The protons are also generated which passed through the exchange membrane.
Both these products produced due to the action of the microbes in the anodic compartment travel to the cathode and react with
oxygen to produce water. MFCs are devices that can convert chemical energy into electrical energy by the process of
oxidation of various carbon sources or even organic wastes.
A. Chemical Equation
When microorganisms degrade a organic substance in aerobic conditions, they produce carbon dioxide and water as described
belowC12H22O11 + 13H2O → 12CO2 + 48H+ + 48e−
B. Earth Batteries
The Earth battery is basically just like a normal battery with anode and cathode and soil act as a membrane which allows the
flow of ion. The soil and organic waste use as electrolyte since it has moisture characteristics and contains various minerals
which will allow smoother ion flow from the anode to cathode electrode. This battery is not hazardous to human being and
also eco-friendly. This battery can use to drive a small load such as light emitting diode or a digital watch. a previously study
that the best soil to be used as an electrolyte is the clay soil and use of organic waste can improve the density of current and
voltage.
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Sr. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Metal
Potential (Vs Cu/CuSO4)
Zinc
-1.10
Aluminium
-.822
steel
-0.50 to 0.80
Cast iron
-0.50
Copper
-0.20
Carbon
+0.30
Coke
+0.30
Table 1: [2]

C. Experimental Observations
The following observations were made over a period of 58 hours. The data obtained from the observations is tabulated as
under:

Fig. 3: potential difference generated at 46 hours and the LED consuming power
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Sr. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Time period between two successive readings (Hours) Voltage (V)
0
2.27
1
2.22
2
2.05
3
1.837
4
1.755
5
1.721
6
1.619
7
1.621
10
1.624
12
1.621
16
1.54
17
1.713
18
1.626
21
1.317
25
1.255
25.3
1.624
26
1.615
36
2.03
46
2.29
48
0.876
49
2.05
58
1.67
Table 2: Variation of potential difference with time
III. RESULTS

In the present research work three earth cell were connected in series, used for experimentation which generates an average
potential difference of 1.17 volt , utilising this an LED was lightened for 24 hours continually .the potential difference
generated over a period of 58 hours is ploted in figure shown above Further it indicates the potentiality of earth cell and
microbial fuel cell that if number of cells are increased and connected in series, a considerable amount of bio energy can be
generated which can be utilized to run small electrical devices.
IV. CONCLUSION
From the above experimentation it shows that a very small house hold earth cell can be used to light a LED continually for 24
hours. If the same model is extended to “N” number of cells than a considerable amount of energy can be obtain from such a
model which can be incorporated in smart city model. Energy can be obtained from household gardens of smart cities, the
septic tank with a few modifications can be used as a microbial fuel cell and roadside greenery can be converted to earth cell.
Further the municipal waste and at the same time waste water treatment can be used as a potential energy source without
having any polluting effects.
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